
Front-EndWeb Developer
SpectralBot (www.spectralbot.com) is a young start-up, creating a software
platform that helps our customers use, troubleshoot, train and assist the
professional equipment they use on live events and installations. We mainly work
for the entertainment industry (live events, touring, theme parks, corporate events
& exhibitions ...).

We are a small team, and at this stage we have the need for a creative yet skilled
Front-EndWeb Developer to further extend our cloud-based platform.

The most important skills & traits we're looking for, are:

● Designing, developing and testing our client-side web application based
on VueJS.

● Master in client-side techniques like HTML, Javascript, CSS, SASS, …
● Experience with Vuetify, ElementUI, Quasar and/or Nuxt.
● Being able to work as an independent team player.
● Actively participating in (English spoken) meetings.
● Supporting our customers and their users.
● Optionally, some occasional travel.
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To better understand what SpectralBot stands for, these are our core values:

● Support: help & support is the bedrock of our mission. A supportive
mindset is crucial. It all starts with the willingness to support our
customers, users and your team members.

● Pragmatism: we are a results-driven company with a no-nonsense
approach to getting things done. We prefer practical solutions that are
effective, efficient, and align with our core values and mission.

● Enthusiasm: we encourage a culture of positive energy, active
participation, and having some fun while getting things done.

● Collaboration: we believe in the power of collaboration and teamwork to
move our company forward. Our team members can work independently,
but also understand the value of working together to achieve higher goals.

● Creativity: we value and encourage creative ideas and input from all team
members. We believe that diverse perspectives and ideas are essential to
achieving our goals and providing the best possible products and services
to our customers.

If you kept reading up to this point, this is what we can offer you:

● Being part of an exciting tech start-up in a very entertaining industry.
● Getting to work with and around the latest, emerging technologies.
● Freedom to explore, initiate and create.
● Opportunities to learn on the job.
● Competitive salary, with benefits.
● Work-life balance with the possibility to partially work from home.

If you're interested, email your CV and your motivation to Claude Ostyn at
claude@spectralbot.com. You can also call for further information: 050/820 878.
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